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New tado° V3+ Smart Thermostats for a healthy climate
at home
V3+ products come with a newly-designed app and an Air Comfort Skill for more
simplicity, comfort, and wellbeing.
Berlin, 31 August 2018 tado°, the leader in home
climate
management,
launches
its
new V3+
product generation at IFA
Berlin
today. With the
heating season about to
start, the tado° Smart
Thermostats now let you
interact with your home more
intuitively than ever before.
Air Comfort
The new Air Comfort Skill helps you to achieve healthier indoor air, improved productivity, and
a better quality of sleep for more wellbeing at home. This Skill guides you to a healthier home
environment by giving insights into your home’s air climate and providing you with concrete,
meaningful, and actionable advice on how to achieve more comfort, while offering tips on
preventing health risks such as mold.
tado° will provide advice such as when and for how long to open the windows or how to
reduce humidity. Recommendations on when to air certain rooms are based on both the air
freshness inside as well as on the outside air quality in your neighbourhood, presence of
people, and local weather forecasts. For example, if pollution is heightened during rush hour or
pollen is particularly high in your area, tado° will guide you on how best to manage it and when
to open your windows.
New App
The Air Comfort Skill is part of a brand-new app for the V3+ product suite. It joins a variety of
other core Skills which assist users in their daily life, such as Geofencing, Weather Adaptation,
Open Window Detection, Smart Schedules, and Insightful Reports. The app is designed so that
customers can tailor it by activating the Skills they would like to use.
tado° users who wish more assistance in managing their climate at home can use the app to
purchase boiler repair services, to schedule an annual maintenance, to get a quote on a new
boiler, or to subscribe to the Auto-Assist Skill which further automates your smart home for
£2.99 per month or for £24.99 annually.

News
Simplicity, Comfort and Wellbeing
“We are proud to launch our new V3+ product suite which is another step forward to help our
customers to save energy, while at the same time enjoying a comfortable and healthy home.”
says tado° Co-Founder & CPO Christian Deilmann. “Everyone is unique, which is why we’ve
also added a new level of customisation in our app that is intuitive for all to use, and serves as
your personal climate assistant.”
V3+ Starter Kit Lineup and Add-Ons
The V3+ Smart Thermostat Starter Kit retails for £199.99, while the Smart Radiator Thermostat
Starter Kit now comes with one Smart Radiator Thermostat and is priced at £119.99. Further
heating products are available in single or multi packs to enable individual room control. Saving
up to 31% on your heating bill, tado° Smart Thermostats pay for themselves within the first
year. tado° therefore provides a 12 month Energy Savings Guarantee, offering customers a full
refund in their first year, no questions asked.
The V3+ product suite is available at Amazon and other major retailers as well as from
tado.com. Fully compatible with Apple HomeKit, Amazon Alexa, and the Google Assistant, the
V3+ suite seamlessly integrates into and enhances any smart home.

About tado°
Founded in Munich, 2011, tado° is the leader in intelligent home climate management. With its
Smart Thermostats for heating and cooling, tado° works as your Climate Assistant with Skills
such as Geofencing, Weather Adaptation, Open Window Detection, Air Comfort, and more.
With 180 employees, tado° reshapes the way energy is consumed at home for more comfort,
savings, and wellbeing. www.tado.com
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